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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, GEORGE C. WHITE, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Bal 
timore, in the State of Maryland, have in 

S vented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Reproducer-Supports for Grapho 
phones, of which the following is a specifica 
tion. R 

This invention relates to an improved 
10 means for sustaining reproducers of grapho 

phones. . . . . . 

The object of the invention is to provide 
an improved means for sustaining repro 
ducers, so as to enable the same to have a 

15 freedom of movement not heretofore permit 
ted and to also provide a reproducer support 
that will enable the reproducer to have a 
playing position substantially tangential 
with respect to the grooves in the record 

20 disk, or substantially crosswise of the said 
disk grooves. , , " ... ' 

At the present time two distinct forms of 
record disks are employed and commercially, 
known as Victor or Columbia records and 

25 Edison records. In the case of the Victor 
and Columbia records the side wall of the 
record disk groove is provided with irregu 
larities with which the reproducer needle, co 
acts so as to reproduce the sound. In the 

30 case of the Edison records the grooves of the 
disk are provided with irregularities in the 
bottom of the groove. 

tangential with respect to the grooves 
whereas in the case of the Edison disks with 
the grooves of irregular bottom, the reprosv v 

'ber 14. The up-turned end of the lower 40 ducer in practice is sustained in a horizontal 
position. The respective positions of the re 
producers with respect to the two forms of 
grooves as above noted are necessary. . . . 
My invention therefore has for its object. 

45 to provide a reproducer support of such con 
struction that the reproducer may be carried 
so as to operate with disk records of either 
of the types referred to. 
With these and other objects in view, the 

50 invention is illustrated in the accompanying ulay illu VI 
directly to the arm 9, of a Columbia ma 
chine. 

drawing, wherein 
Figure 1, shows in top plan, a conven 

tional reproducer arm of the Victor-type to . 
which my improved device is attached 

55 the reproducer being in E. to operate 
with either a Victor.or Columbia disk rec 

line 8-8 of Fig. 2. 
Referring to the 

In the Victor and 
Columbia disks the grooves of which have 
an irregular side wall, the reproducer in 

85 practice is sustained vertically so... that its 
diaphragm will have position substantially. 1 

: are telescopically engaged at 16, so that the 
upper elbow member 15, may be rotated or 

turned end of the elbow member 15, is pro 
vided with a stop screw 18, which passes 

which it may be attached to either the cou 

ord. Fig. 2, illustrates a side elevation of 
the improved attachment with the repro 
ducer detached. Fig. 3, shows a rear eleva 
tion of the same. Fig. 4, illustrates a cross 
sectional detail on the line 4-4 of Fig. 3. 
Fig. 5, shows a top plan of the attachment 
carrying the reproducer and in position to 
coöperate with a disk record of the Edison 
type. Fig. 6, shows the same in side eleva 
tion with the reproducer removed. Fig. 7, 

80 

65 
illustrates in side elevation a detail of the 

... universal ball part of the joint on which the 
reproducer is to be attached, and Fig. 8 
shows a vertical sectional detail through the 70 
attachment the section being taken on the 

: drawing the numeral 9, 
designates a tubular arm which in practice 
is usually pivoted at 10, so its outer smaller 75 
end may swing horizontally over the record 
disk. In the present instance the outer 
smaller end of this arm is provided with a 
sleeve 11, which pivotally sustains a tubular coupling 12, as is well known in the Victor 80 
machine. In practice in the Victor machine" 
the reproducer 13, is usually attached to the 
forward end of the coupling while in the 
Columbia machine the attachment of the re 
producer is made directly to the small end 85 
of the arm 9, but in either case my improved 
device will be attached and interposed be 
tween the said reproducer and the said arm. 
... By referring particularly to Figs. 2 and 3 
of the drawing, it will be noted that the im- 90. 
proved attachment mainly comprises two 
lbow members 14 and 15 respectively which 

swung with respect to the lower elbow mem-95 
elbow member 14, is provided with a circum 
fenential segment slot: 17, and the down 

through said slot so as to limit the extent of 
rotation of the upper elbow with respect to . . . 
the lower elbow. The lower elbow member. 
14, has a coupling collar 19, by means of . 

105 

pling 12, in the case of a Victor machine or ; 
In the present instance a binding 

screw. 20, is provided on the coupling collar 
19, to effect a rigid attachment to that part 110 
which it engages. . . . . 
The upper elbow member 15, carries a 
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semi-circular socket member 21, which has 
an adjusting screw 22, at its upper side and 
Said socket is also provided with side per 
forations 23, in its directly opposite sides 
and in line with its horizontal axis. A ball 
member 24 Snugly fits said socket 21, and 
carries two horizontally-projecting pins 
25-one in each side, that extend outwardly 
therefrom and pass freely through the side 
perforations 23, in the socket member so as 
to have a freedom of movement in said per 
forations. The outer side of the ball mem 
ber is provided with a circular band portion 
26, with a bayonet slot 27, in its edge where. 
by it may readily receive the reproducer 13, 
in the usual way. A spring finger 28, is se 
cured inside of the circular band of the 
ball member and projects rearwardly so as 
to engage a shoulder 29, in the socket mem 
ber-said spring serving to yieldingly act 
on the band portion of the ball member when 
the reproducer is attached thereto and thus 
the pressure of the needle against the wall 
of the disk grooves is a yielding pressure 
that will permit the reproducer to yield in 
a direction at right angles to the movement 
allowed between the sleeve 11 and coupling 
12. The upper curved surface of the ball 
member is provided with a groove, into 
which the screw 22, projects from the socket 
member, as clearly shown in Figs. 4 and 8 
of the drawing, said screw being loose in the 
groove so as to permit a limited movement 
of the ball in the socket. 
In the operation of the device the attach 

ment may be readily connected to the arm 
9, or to the coupling 12, at the point where 
the reproducers have heretofore been at 
tached, while the reproducer will be con 
nected to the band 26, of the ball member 24. 
When it is desired to use the reproducer 

in connection with a Victor or Columbia 
disk record in which the side wall of the rec 
ord grooves is provided with the irregulari 
ties, the upper elbow member 15, will be 
swung on the lower elbow 14, so that the flat 
face side 31, of the reproducer 13, will have 
position in a vertical plane substantially 
parallel with the longitudinal axis of the 
arm 9. When the reproducer is in this posi 
tion its face 31, will have a position in a 
plane that is substantially tangential with 
respect to the record disk grooves, as indi 
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cated by the broken curved lines 32, in Fig. 
1, of the drawing, and in this position the 
matter, of which the disk is a record, will be 
reproduced. When it is desired to use the 
reproducer in connection with an Edison 
record in which latter the irregular wall of 
the groove is at the bottom, the upper elbow 
15, will be swung on the lower elbow to the 
position shown in Figs, 5 and 6 of the draw 
ing in which the flat outer face 31, of the 

1.160,803 

reproducer will have position in a vertical 
plane substantially at right angles to longi 
tudinal axis of arm 9, and cross-wise of the 
grooves of the record disk as indicated by 
broken lines 33, in Fig. 5 of the drawing. 
It will thus be seen that by simply shifting 
the one reproducer from a position where its 
face will be substantially on a tangent with 
respect to the record disk grooves to a posi 
tion where such face will extend crosswise 
of said grooves, either a record of the Victor 
type or a record of the Edison type may be 
played. 
Having described my invention what I de 

sire to secure by Letters Patent is:- 
1. In a reproducer support for grapho 

phones the combination with an elbow mem 
ber having means to connect it with a swing 
ing graphophone arm, of a second elbow 
member having one end rotatably connected 
with the first named elbow member said sec. 
ond elbow member having a ball and socket 
connection and said connection having means 
for engaging a reproducer. 

2. In a reproducer support for grapho 
phones the combination with a reproducer, 
of a ball member of a ball and socket joint, 
connected to said reproducer; a socket mem 
ber of said ball and Socket joint, to receive 
said ball member; an elbow member carry 
ing said socket member and a second elbow 
member rotatably connected to said first 
named elbow member said second elbow 
member having means to connect it with a 
graphophone arm. 

3. In a reproducer support for grapho 
phones the combination with two elbow 
members rotatably connected and having 
means to limit the rotating movement, of a 
ball and socket connection carried by one of 
said elbow members; yielding means in the 
interior of said connection and means for 
connecting the ball and socket connections to 
a reproducer. , 

4. In a reproducer support for grapho 
phones the combination with a reproducer, 
of a ball member connected to said repro 
ducer said ball member having a groove in 
one side and pivot pins at diametrically op 
posite sides; an elbow having a socket mem 
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ber to receive said ball said socket member 
provided with a pin to enter the ball-groove 
and also having perforations to receive the 
pivot pins on the ball member; a swinging 
arm, and means for rotatably connecting the 
elbow with respect to the Swinging arm. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signature 

in presence of two witnesses. 
GEORGE C. WHITE. 

Witnesses: 
M. F. GANNETT, 
B. K. WALTER. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D.C.' 
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